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We study theoretically the feasibility of using transverseelectronic transport within a
nanopore for rapid DNA sequencing. Specifically, we examinethe effects of the environ-
ment and detection probes on the distinguishability of the DNA bases. We find that the
intrinsic measurement bandwidth of the electrodes helps the detection of single bases by
averaging over the current distributions of each base. We also find that although the overall
magnitude of the current may change dramatically with different detection conditions, the
intrinsic distinguishability of the bases is not significantly affected by pore size and trans-
verse field strength. The latter is the result of very effective stabilization of the DNA by the
transverse field induced by the probes, so long as that field ismuch larger than the field that
drives DNA through the pore. In addition, the ions and water together effectively screen the
charge on the nucleotides, so that the electron states participating in the transport properties
of the latter ones resemble those of the uncharged species. Finally, water in the environment
has negligible direct influence on the transverse electrical current.

INTRODUCTION

Now that the first full human genome has been sequenced [1, 2],new uses of sequencing in
medicine seem to be on the horizon. One of the most ambitious goals is to be able to sequence an
entire human genome in less than an hour for about 1,000 USD, allowing for every-day sequencing
in medicine. [3]

Several intriguing sequencing methods [4, 5, 6, 7, 8] have been proposed which would lead
us closer to achieving this goal. Many of these methods are based on the idea of translocating
DNA through a nanopore. [4, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26]
In their pioneering work Kasianowiczet al. demonstrated that DNA can be pulled through a
biological nanopore roughly the size of the DNA itself. [4] The translocation of the DNA can
be detected by measuring a blockade current when ions are partially prevented from entering
the pore. More recent experiments have been based on solid state pores made of silicon-based
materials. [22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29] The advantage of solid state pores is that it may be
possible to embed single molecule sensors in the pore to measure various physical properties of
the DNA during translocation, allowing the DNA to be directly sequenced by detecting specific
signatures of individual bases.

Previous work has shown the potential for sequencing DNA by measuring a transverse elec-
tronic current [6] as single-stranded DNA (ss-DNA) translocates through a nanopore. [8] The
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concept envisions a nanopore device with embedded nanoscale gold electrodes∗, as schematically
shown in Figure 1. Operating such a device with a transverse field, E⊥, (the field that drives
the electronic current) greater than the longitudinal pulling field, E‖, (i.e., the field that drives
DNA translocation) stabilizes the motion of the nucleotidebetween the electrodes. [8] This cre-
ates a very desirable situation where structural fluctuations (the most important source of intrinsic
noise [8]) are reduced to such a level thatdistributionsof currents for each base, while still over-
lapping, are different enough to allow for high statisticaldistinguishability between the different
bases. In previous work, however, it was assumed that each measurement could be performed
almost instantaneously. This is just a theoretical assumption, and a more realistic treatment of the
measurement probes needs to be taken into account.

In this paper we will examine the fact that, contrary to naiveexpectation, the measurement
bandwidth of the electrical probes reduces these overlapping distributions into sharply peaked and
disjoint distributions, rather than just limiting the sampling rate. Therefore, assuming that no ex-
ternal sources of noise are present other than shot, thermaland structural fluctuation noise, a single
current measurement may be sufficient to distinguish each individual base. Thus by measuring the
current as the nucleotides translocate through the pore, the DNA may be accurately sequenced in
extremely short time scales.

In ref. 8 it was estimated that the raw sequencing throughputof a single 12.5̊A pore, operating
with a 1V transverse bias, could be as high as 3 billion bases in 7 hours. In a real device, however,
the pore diameter will not be easy to control and it may not be possible to operate the device
at high transverse biases. Also, ions and water in the pore are additional sources of noise on
top of the structural fluctuations of the ss-DNA. In this article we will examine in detail these
effects on the distinguishability of the bases. To do this, we use all-atom molecular dynamics
simulations coupled with quantum mechanical current calculations. We find that although the
overall magnitude of current can change dramatically, the intrinsic distinguishability of the bases
is not significantly affected by pore size and transverse field strength. The latter is the result of
very effective stabilization of the DNA by the transverse field, E⊥, so long as that field is much
larger than the pulling field,E‖. In addition, the ions and water together effectively screen the
charge on the nucleotides, so that the electron states participating in the transport properties of
nucleotides in solution resemble those of uncharged species. Finally, water in the environment has
a negligible direct influence on the electrical current through the DNA.

SETUP AND METHODS

To calculate the current, we use a scattering approach with atight-binding Hamiltonian to rep-
resent the electronic structure of the system. For each carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, and phosphorus
atoms−, px−, py−, andpz− orbitals are used, whiles-orbitals are used for hydrogen and gold.
We take the Fermi level to be that of bulk gold, which is identical to that of the extended molecule.
However, for the biases we consider, the current calculations are relatively insensitive to the exact
position of the Fermi level, as it falls within the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO)-

∗ In these proof-of-concept calculations, we assume gold electrodes. One can also envision electrodes made out of

other materials, such as carbon nanotubes. Change of material will, for example, change the coupling in between

the DNA and electrodes. The main conclusions drawn in this and previous work [8] will however not change as

the calibration of the device (as discussed later) will takeinto account the microscopic details of the nanopore and

electrodes.
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lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) gap. [8] The retarded Green’s function,GDNA, can
be written as

GDNA(E) = [ESDNA −HDNA − Σt − Σb]
−1, (1)

whereSDNA andHDNA are the overlap and the Hamiltonian matrices andΣt(b) are the self energy
terms that describe the interaction in between the leads andthe DNA. For a givenGDNA the
transmission coefficient can then be calculated as

T (E) = Tr[ΓtGDNAΓbG
†
DNA], (2)

whereΓt(b) = i(Σt(b) − Σ†
t(b)). Finally the current in between two electrodes is given by

I =
2e

h

∫ ∞

−∞

dET (E)[ft(E) − fb(E)] (3)

whereft(b) is the Fermi-Dirac function of top (bottom) electrode. [6] Room temperature is as-
sumed throughout this paper and we have assumed that the voltage drops uniformly in the space
between the DNA molecule and electrodes. Unless otherwise stated, water and ions are not di-
rectly included in the Hamiltonian for transport. Below we do, however, discuss the effect of water
and ions on the HOMO-LUMO gap. We will consider transverse biases small enough that we do
not expect chemical reactions to occur, and definitely smaller than the electrolysis threshold for
water of about 1.2V.

The justification for using a tight-binding approach is two-fold. First, the current through the
junction is strongly dependent upon the coupling of the nucleotide (in the junction region) to
the electrodes. Thus, the important quantity to reproduce is the molecular orbitals of the bases
and backbone relative to the electrodes in order to get the DNA-electrode coupling. We find
that the tight-binding calculations reproduce very well the molecular orbitals of charge-neutral
nucleotides when compared to density functional theory (DFT) calculations. We have performed
DFT calculations with DZVP basis set and GGA functional B88-PW91. The HOMO, LUMO, and
nearby electronic levels have similar molecular wavefunctions in both the DFT and tight-binding
calculations. Second, the presence of a nearby counterion (see below) in addition to the nearby
water effectively brings the HOMO-LUMO gap of the nucleotide close to the one of the charge
neutral case (although the positioning of the gold Fermi level may change with respect to these
states), while the molecular orbitals of the bases remain nearly identical regardless of the presence
of the counterion. However, the position of the counterion is not fixed, but it fluctuates around the
charge on the backbone at an average distance of 6.5Å. This will cause additional fluctuations in
the current across the junction. Nonetheless, since the current value is mainly controlled by the
DNA-electrode coupling, these fluctuations are less likelyto contribute than those due to structural
motion.

To analyze the dynamics of the DNA strand as it propagates through the pore, classical molecu-
lar dynamics simulations have been performed with the package NAMD2. [30] For the interaction
in between the DNA, water, and ions the CHARMM27 force field [31, 32] was used, while UFF
parameters [33] were used for interactions between the Si3N4 membrane and other atoms. The
location of the Si3N4 atoms was assumed to be frozen throughout the simulation†. When integrat-
ing over time, a time step of 1 fs was used and the temperature of the system was kept constant at
300K throughout the whole simulation by coupling all but thehydrogen atoms to a thermal bath

† This also prevents the system from drifting due to the external electric field.
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with a Langevin damping constant of 0.2ps−1. The van der Waals interactions were gradually cut
off starting 10Å from the atom until reaching zero interaction 12Å away. The DNA strand was
driven through the pore with a large electric field of 6 kcal/(mol Å e) in order to achieve feasible
simulation times. This field is larger than the ones used experimentally and results in a negligible
stabilizing electric field,E⊥. Thus, for sampling current distributions of the nucleotides, we turn
off E‖ when a base is aligned in between the electrodes. This gives an adequate representation of
the structural fluctuations when|E⊥| ≫ |E‖|

‡.
The pore analyzed in this article is made up of a 24Å thick silicon nitride membrane in the

β−phase. [34] The experimental etching of the pore is mimickedby removing the atoms inside a
double conical shape with a minimum diameter of 1.4 nm located at the center of the membrane
and with an outer diameter of 2.5 nm (see Figure 1 for a schematic representation of the pore). This
corresponds to a cone angle of 20 degrees for each of the cones. In actual experimental realizations
of nanopores such geometry may not always be realized. For the conclusions of this paper this
would not matter as the calibration of the device would correct for geometrical imperfections in the
pore, as discussed later in the paper. A sphere, with a radiusof 6 nm, of TIP3 water [35] is placed
around the pore and 1M of potassium and chlorine ions are added. Spherical boundary conditions
are used under NVT conditions and the size of the membrane is chosen slightly smaller than
the water sphere, such that water molecules can just pass through on the sides of the membrane.
Finally, a single-stranded poly(X) (where X is A, T, C or G) molecule is generated by removing
one strand from a helical double stranded polynucleotide. At the initial time of the simulation, this
molecule is placed parallel to the pore such that the tip of the single strand is just inside the pore.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

We take a two step computational approach to examine the issues described above:1)molecular
dynamics simulations are used to sample real time atomisticcoordinates of the DNA, water, and
ions in a prototypical Si3N4 nanopore, and2) these coordinates are used in quantum mechanical
calculations to find the current across the nanostructure (see also the section Setup and Methods).

We discuss our results in three subsections: InSetup, we examine a larger pore diameter and
weaker transverse field than in ref. 8; InNucleotide Stabilization, we look at the current distribution
with varying transverse field strength; InInfluence of the Environment, we look at the role of the
environment on the electronic conductance.

Setup- Figure 2a shows the current as a function of time as a ss-DNA strand made up of 15
Adenine bases propagates through a 14Å diameter pore§ with embedded electrodes. A pore with
a diameter smaller than 10̊A does not allow the translocation of ss-DNA, while a pore with a
diameter larger than about 15̊A causes a much smaller conductance. Figure 2b shows the current
as a function of time whenE‖ has been turned off. The starting condition was taken from the
simulation used for Figure 2a at the time indicated by the dashed line in Figure 2a, when a base was
aligned in between the electrodes. We can see that as time progresses the nucleotide stays aligned
in between the electrodes due to the interaction of the nucleotide with the transverse electric field.
This is discussed in further detail later on in the article. Similar curves have been found for all
other DNA bases. The tunneling current of bare electrodes can be estimated asI = 2e2

h
T V , where

V is the bias,T = exp(−2d
√

2mE/~2), wheree is the electron charge,d the electrode spacing,

‡ One of our main conclusions is that the device has to be operated in this regime for sequencing to be possible.
§ The distance is measured from the atomic coordinates of the outermost atoms.
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m the electron mass andE the work function of gold. Ford = 14 Å andE = 5 eV, we find that
the current with vacuum in between the electrodes is∼ 0.1 aA at a bias of 0.1 V, i.e., orders of
magnitude lower than the currents obtained with DNA in between the electrodes.

Since we envision operating the nanopore/electrode devicein a regime where the transverse
field is much stronger than the driving field¶, we can examine the real time structural fluctuations
by sampling the current with the driving field off. The distributions of these currents, with this
particular pore geometry, for all four bases are shown in thetop section of Figure 3, assuming
each current is measuredinstantaneously.∗∗ We can see that these distributions are unique, but
overlapping. This means that a handful of measurements of a base to be sequenced would not be
enough to distinguish it from the other bases. However, in a real experiment each measurement
would take a finite amount of time to be performed (finite inverse bandwidth indicated with∆t
in Figure 2b). In other words, the electric probes have a finite bandwidth. Hence, a real mea-
surement averages over a time interval, which is determinedby the sampling frequency of the
electrodes/probes, causing the distributions to narrow around their average current.

In order to accurately determine the new shape of the distributions when each measurement is
time averaged, one would ideally need multiple ensembles, where for example one would be the
current shown in Figure 2b. This is however difficult to realize numerically. On the other hand,
one can assume, as a reasonable starting point, that the interpolated distributions shown in the top
half of Figure 3 are exact. That this is indeed a good approximation is justified by the following
(see also below). Starting a nucleotide out with the base parallel to the electrode surfaces, we find
that it takes about 100 ps for the transverse field|E⊥| to align it perpendicular to the electrode
surfaces. If one thus waits for a time longer than 100 ps to sample the distributions, the latter ones
must be weakly dependent on initial conditions. We can then assume that the average current for
another ensemble can be generated by sampling these interpolated distributions. By repeating this
process multiple times, one can then calculate the new distributions, where each measurement is
time averaged. These new distributions are shown in the bottom part of Figure 3. Clearly, the new
distributions become sharper the more times one samples theoriginal distributions. The number
of samples that should be taken is determined by the ratio between the period of physical mea-
surement and the time interval for two measurements to be considered independent of each other.
While the sampling frequency can be determined exactly, it is hard to give an exact value of the
time needed in between two instantaneous measurements for them to be considered independent.
However, we can take the timescale for atomic movements in the simulation, which is about 1 ps,
as a rough estimate.

Assuming no external noise, the distributions in the lower half of Figure 3 show that as long as
one samples the instantaneous distributions at least 100 times (solid lines), the new distributions
will be completely separated from each other, and if sampled1000 times the new distributions
assume much sharper shapes. Assuming that the time scale forindependent sample measurements
is of the order of 1 ps, one would need an apparatus sampling ata rate no faster than∼ 1/(1000×
1ps) = 1GHz to obtain disjoint distributions. Since sampling frequencies of the order of GHz or
less are relatively easy to obtain, we conclude that asinglecurrent measurement may be sufficient
to distinguish the different bases. We would like to stress again that, in this analysis, we have

¶ Note that it could be possible to operate a device in this regime as a thermal ratchet, e.g., the thermal fluctuations

overcome the barrier to moving each nucleotide away from thejunction region.
∗∗ From the molecular dynamics simulations we observe that ions fluctuate inside the pore at time scales of the order

of 5 ps due to thermal fluctuations. As the total current sampling time per base is 1.2 ns, we effectively sample over

multiple ionic configurations.
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assumed no other external source of noise is present (like, for instance, telegraph noise or1/f
noise). If thermal noise is of concern, one may reduce the sampling frequency, which both reduces
the thermal noise and sharpens the intrinsic current distributions. For example, at a sampling
frequency of 100 kHz, the rms current thermal noise for Guanine is of the order of 40 fA††, while
the distributions due to structural fluctuations assumeδ−function like shapes.‡‡ If the distributions
of the four bases were to begin overlapping due to external noise, multiple measurements per
base would be needed, and a statistical analysis similar to the one presented in ref. 8 could be
performed. In the rest of the article we will keep on discussing the case where each measurement
is assumed to be instantaneous, as this case contains more information; one can always transform
any distribution given below into a “finite-bandwidth” one as described above.

Current distributions for a different pore diameter and transverse field were examined previ-
ously in ref. 8, assuming instantaneous measurements. Although the electrode spacing is larger in
this paper, 14̊A compared to 12.5̊A, and the electrode bias is smaller, 0.1 V compared to 1.0 V,
the distributions show remarkable similarities. Adenine shows the largest mode in both cases and
Guanine the second largest. Notice, however, that in the previous paper Thymine had a slightly
larger mode current than Cytosine, while the results presented here are reversed. This can be at-
tributed to the change in electrode spacing and highlights the importance of calibrating the device
(see discussion below). It also demonstrates the importance of the DNA-electrode coupling: in the
upright configuration for which the nucleotides are held, the Thymine nucleotide has the largest
base-electrode distance, and therefore its coupling to thesecond electrode is most sensitive to the
electrode spacing.§§ On the other hand the currents are orders of magnitude largerfor the smaller
pore/larger bias case. For example, the mode conductance for Adenine is roughly 1,000 times
larger. This difference can be attributed to the change in the electrode spacing; a smaller pore
radius will result in a larger current.

Following the discussion in the previous paragraph, we would like to emphasize that it is highly
unlikely that the exact geometry of two pores would be identical. Since in nanoscale systems a
single atom change in the contact geometry or local environment may lead to a substantial change
in the current [36, 37], the first step to sequence a DNA strandwould be to calibrate the device by
creating these distributions for the pore at hand. Then a strand can be sequenced by comparing its
current, at each base location, to these target distributions.

One final comment before we go on to discuss stabilization. WhenE‖ is turned off, we observe
a mild drift of the Thymine(T) nucleotide, which causes a slightly different form for its current
distribution when assuming that each measurement is instantaneous. In our previous work we
found nearly Gaussian distributions for A and G nucleotidesbut not C and T. Since C and T
are smaller bases, we believe their homogeneous strands have more freedom to move within the
pore. When the strand moves enough, a nearest neighbor base can come in close vicinity of
the electrodes. For the same reasons, the nearest neighbor base makes a larger difference in the
conductance of C and T bases.¶¶ Thus, a potential future direction of research may be to examine

†† The root mean square current thermal noise is given byin =
√

4kbT∆f/R, whereT is the temperature,∆f is the

sampling frequency, andR is the resistance of the nucleotide in the junction.
‡‡ A larger average current can be obtained by either increasing the bias or by slightly reducing the pore size.
§§ For larger electrode spacing, the nucleotide conductance is strongly dependent on the base-electrode distance. As

the electrode spacing gets smaller, the current depends more on the spatial character and energies of the molecular

orbitals.
¶¶ In a stretched configuration, the nearest neighbor bases do not affect the conductance very much so long as the

electrode width is on the order of a single nucleotide. [6] However, the molecular dynamics simulation allows
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the role of base sequence on DNA motion within the nanopore.
Nucleotide Stabilization- Each phosphate group carries a negative charge in solution. In ad-

dition, as we have anticipated, we find that there is always a counterion fluctuating about the
backbone charge, at an average distance of 6.5Å. This helps neutralizing the DNA charge inside
the pore as confirmed by other molecular dynamics simulations [38] and also experiment. [39, 40]
However, our results show that the transverse field can stillact as a very effective stabilizer on the
resulting nucleotide-counterion dipole.

To better understand the effect of the stabilizing field on the current, one can compare the
conductance distributions for varying transverse electric fields. In Figure 4 the conductance dis-
tributions for four different cases are shown. The black curve shows the conductance distribution
for the completely unstabilized and unaligned case, generated by transforming the current in Fig-
ure 2a into a distribution starting from the time when the strand starts to translocate. The blue
curve is the conductance distribution generated by turningE‖ off at a time when a base is aligned
in between the electrodes, as indicated by the dashed line inFigure 2a, while not including any
stabilizing field. This corresponds to the limiting case in which bothE‖ andE⊥ are allowed to
approach zero with|E⊥| ≫ |E‖|. Red and green distributions are generated in the same manner
as the blue curve, but with both a bias and stabilizing field of0.1 V and 1.0 V, respectively. As
expected, the distribution for the unaligned case is much broader, compared to the other cases, as
the bases are oriented in all possible directions while the strand propagates through the pore with
a driving field much larger than the stabilizing field. When starting with a base aligned in between
the two electrodes the distributions are clearly much sharper. One also notices an increase of con-
ductance of almost an order of magnitude for a stabilizing field of 0.1 V compared to the one with
no stabilizing field. Furthermore, the conductance increases by almost two orders of magnitude
when increasing the stabilizing field from 0.1 V to 1.0 V. Thisconfirms the effect of the stabilizing
field: as the field increases in strength it pulls the backbonecloser to one electrode and aligns
the base toward the other electrode, which increases the conductance. The alignment of the base
with the field is also favored by the steric effect of the alignment of the backbone with one of the
electrodes.

In order to examine in more detail the effect of the stabilizing field, we have analyzed a case in
which the driving field is turned off as an Adenine base was aligned in the directionperpendicular
to the stabilizing field. Then, as a bias of 0.1 V is turned on inbetween the electrodes, the base
starts to align with the stabilizing field and is completely aligned after about 100 picoseconds. We
can thus conclude that as long as the strand is pulled throughthe pore at a pace slower than∼100
ps per base, the stabilizing electric field induced by this bias will be sufficient for sequencing pur-
poses. In experiments [20, 41] the typical translocation speed is much slower than the reorientation
time of∼100 ps, allowing the bases sufficient time to reorient with the transverse electric field.

Influence of the Environment- As we discussed above, water and counter-ions do influence the
electronic structure of nucleotides in solution. Without these species, the nucleotides would have
an unscreened charge and electronic transport would be quite different.

Nevertheless, the fluctuation of water molecules around thenucleotides inside the pore has little
direct effect on the electrical current. Figure 5 shows the current calculated both with and without
water, for a Guanine base stabilized in between the electrodes. The presence of water lowers
the current on average by 18% but the additional fluctuationsin the current due to transport across
water molecules are negligible compared to the larger structural fluctuations of the DNA molecule.

many configurations to be explored, including ones where thenucleotide is near the edge of the electrode and thus

the neighboring nucleotide can make a substantial contribution to the conductance of the junction.
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For the smaller pore geometry used in the previous paper [8],an even smaller change of 4% was
observed for Adenine as it propagates through the pore unstabilized. This is an expected result, as
the smaller pore allows for fewer water molecules to enter, with a corresponding decrease of its
contribution to the current. Also, the small effect of wateron the current is the result of a slight
modification of the nucleotide electronic states. This is opposed to an increase in conductance due
to “bridging” effects, which could occur if the pore were larger. [42] Considering that structural
fluctuations account for orders of magnitude change in conductance, we can conclude that the
direct effect of water on conductance can be neglected.

CONCLUSIONS

By combining molecular dynamics simulations with quantum mechanical current calculations,
we examined the feasibility of DNA sequencing via transverse electronic transport. Specifically,
we have shown that unless the current is sampled with very high frequencies, i.e., larger than∼1
GHz, the time averaging occurring in the probe apparatus will reduce the fluctuations in the current
to such a level that an individual current measurement may besufficient to sequence the base,
assuming that any external sources of noise in the current are small. We also addressed how the
transverse field strength, pore diameter, and local environment affect the distinguishability of the
bases. Furthermore, we have shown that the electric field induced by the electrodes will effectively
stabilize the bases and hence allows for accurate sequencing when|E⊥| ≫ |E‖|. In addition, we
have discussed how ions and water effectively screen the charged nucleotides. We have also shown
that water in the environment has a negligible direct effecton the electrical current. Our results
also emphasize the importance of device calibration.

It is important to note that there are many issues left to be addressed, like DNA-surface bonding,
time for the DNA to find and go through the pore (which will depend on device parameters), and
the direct effect of ionic fluctuations on the electronic transport properties of the DNA.

We thank D. Branton, M. Ramsey and P. Wolynes for useful discussions and critical reading
of our manuscript. This research is supported by the NIH-National Human Genome Research
Institute (JL and MD) and by the National Science Foundationthrough its Graduate Fellowship
program (MZ).
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Figure Legends

Figure 1.

Schematic of a nanopore (dark gray) with embedded electrodes (light gray) attached to the
edges of the pore. The electrodes are used to inject a currentthrough the nucleotides in the di-
rection transverse to the backbone. The electronic signature can then be used to sequence the
DNA.

Figure 2.

Current, at a bias of 0.1 V, as a function of time forpoly(A)15, as (a) it is propagating through
a pore with two electrodes without a stabilizing field, and (b) when the driving field is turned off
at a time (indicated by the dashed line in (a)) while a base is aligned in between the electrode pair.
Solid vertical line in (a) indicates the time at which the DNAstarts propagating through the pore.
The transverse electric field is included in the simulationsfor figure (b). ∆t represents a finite
inverse bandwidth.

Figure 3.

Top graph shows the probability distributions, assuming instantaneous measurements, of cur-
rents at a bias of 0.1 V forpoly(X)15, where X is A/T/C/G for the solid black/dashed-dotted
black/dotted gray/dotted gray curves, respectively. The thin lines show the actual current intervals
used for the count, while the thick lines are an interpolation. After the driving electric field is
turned off, the system is left to equilibrate for 200 ps before samples are taken. Each distribution
is made up of 1200 samples, each taken with a 1 ps interval. Thebottom graph again shows the
probability distributions, but now with the assumption that each measurement is time averaged in
between each sample. The solid/dashed-dotted/dotted lineassumes that the distributions in the top
graphs are sampled 100/1,000/107 times for each new data point.

Figure 4.

Probability distributions of the conductance for varying stabilizing fields forpoly(A)15. Left-
most curve labeled ”unaligned” corresponds to the completely unstabilized case as shown in Figure
2a, while other curves correspond to various stabilizing fields when the driving field is turned off.
The symbol 0 V corresponds to the case in which the base is aligned in between the electrode, but
there is no stabilizing field.

Figure 5.

Current, at a bias of 0.1 V, as a function of time forpoly(G)15, for a single Guanine base
stabilized in between the electrodes by the transverse electric field, with (solid black curve) and
without (dashed gray curve) water included in the current calculation.
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